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Abstract
The Arctic is changing rapidly, and there are many indications that the region is in the midst of transformational change. While some of the focus relates to impacts of climate change, rapid economic development and the potential for shifts in political and social structures in the region have also been in the limelight. This article looks at the circumpolar Arctic as a potential case of a regime shift in a large-scale social–ecological system that includes reinforcing feedbacks. A special focus is placed on governance structures, as these play an important role in social negotiations on the relationship between societies and the environment. While climate change is often portrayed as a driver of social change in the Arctic, it does not appear that the ongoing changes in the biophysical features of the Arctic region have rocked current circumpolar governance structures out of kilter. On the contrary, the ongoing climate-related changes, in particular sea ice decline, appear to have reinforced political commitment to existing legal structures. Major past social regime shifts have mainly been related to access to resources and national identity ideology, with political dynamics reinforced at times by military security considerations.
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1. Introduction
The Arctic is changing rapidly, and suggestions have been made in both the academic and popular literature that the region is in the midst of transformational change.1 Signs of change in the region are sometimes seen as harbingers of social–ecological tipping points due to climate change.2 Although most of the attention has related to climate change, the focus has also been on rapid economic development and the
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potential for shifts in the political and social structures of the region. Examples of the latter are the ‘race for resources’ rhetoric³ and discussions about increasing security tensions.⁴

This article looks at the circumpolar Arctic as a potential case of a regime shift of a large-scale social–ecological system (SES) that includes reinforcing feedback mechanisms between the social and ecological features of the Arctic region, leading to a further strengthening of this new regime. Specifically, an analysis of past major transformations of the circumpolar Arctic forms the basis for discussing whether current changes carry the seeds of a lasting reorganization that includes feedback dynamics that make a return to the previous state unlikely. This article is an effort to provide a more nuanced analysis of the social and political dynamics that impact Arctic regime shifts than the previous studies, which have mainly focused on environmental change. Furthermore, it provides a base for discussing the analytical value of political science for notions of regime shifts in SESs.

1.1 Definitions
In studies of the resilience of SESs, ‘regime shift’ refers to substantial and enduring systemic reorganization, where internal dynamics are altered.⁵ The term suggests that reinforcing feedbacks tend to stabilize these new relationships in ways that make it unlikely that the system will shift back to its original state. A ‘regime shift’ thus entails a new relationship between different components of a system, which is stabilized by some kind of reinforcing feedback. The term often implies that a shift is abrupt and has major implications for economies and societies.⁶ In this article, we also use the term ‘transformation’. While the term ‘regime shift’ refers to new feedback mechanisms that reinforce the organization of the new system, the term ‘transformation’, as we use it, is a broader descriptor of major change, which may, but does not necessarily, imply a change in feedbacks that affects system dynamics. However, transformation suggests change that goes beyond adapting within the current system.⁷ In the literature, the term ‘transformation’ is increasingly used to highlight the role of human agency in bringing about change,⁸ often with positive connotations of navigating toward a more desirable future, particularly in relation to sustainability.⁹ However, here we use ‘transformation’ as a neutral term for fundamental change and do not take a normative stance on whether the change is desirable or not.

1.2 Arctic regime shifts: A brief review
Most studies of regime shifts have focused on ecosystems, with numerous documented cases.¹⁰ There is an increasing focus on linkages between ecological and social dynamics,¹¹ with special attention given to the role of management and governance.¹² In relation to the Arctic, there have been both documented cases and suggestions of ongoing regime shifts.¹³ These include ongoing changes in Arctic Ocean sea ice,¹⁴ the collapse of Newfoundland fish stocks,¹⁵ ecosystem changes in the Bering Sea linked to climate patterns,¹⁶ ongoing shrub expansion on the tundra that foreshadows a transition from tundra to boreal forest,¹⁷ a potential shift from coniferous to deciduous forest in Alaska’s interior,¹⁸ and the emptying of lakes when permafrost thaws.¹⁹ The
Arctic Resilience Report also highlights some potential social regime shifts at the local level, such as changing patterns of livelihoods. Moreover, Young suggests that there has been a ‘state change’ in circumpolar political dynamics, pointing to a link between environmental and political changes.

2. Approach

To assess whether past and ongoing changes of the circumpolar Arctic can be considered regime shifts of a large-scale SES that affects both environmental and social features and includes reinforcing feedback between them, we critically address the following questions:

- In relation to what features can the circumpolar Arctic be considered a SES? This question relates to defining the scale and the scope of a specific case in a globally interconnected world and to identifying the features that are most relevant to study at the chosen scale.
- What periods of major transformation of Arctic social and ecological features can be identified over the past few centuries? This question addresses whether there have been major shifts in the overarching structures of the region and the extent to which these shifts include an interplay between social and environmental features. The rationale for focusing on historical as well as current developments is that regime shifts are usually easier to identify in hindsight than in the midst of ongoing change.
- Which drivers of change were present during the identified periods of major change and how did they impact major features of the SES? We are particularly interested in the role that ecosystem changes may have played in a transformation of the SES as a whole.
- Can changes during major transformations be linked to reinforcing feedbacks that have contributed to committing the Arctic as a large-scale SES to a different regime compared to the previous one? This question addresses whether identified transformations include changes in feedback mechanisms between the social and biophysical spheres in ways that make it reasonable to talk about a regime shift.

3. Defining the case

A major challenge in identifying a social–ecological regime shift is to define the appropriate scale for such an analysis and to decide on case boundaries. While the notion of SESs highlights the links between social and ecological dynamics and places the focus on complex systems dynamics, it has been criticized because the boundaries of any system are arbitrary. Moreover, cascading effects across scales are highly relevant for understanding regime shifts, which makes it difficult to define a specific focal scale as more or less appropriate. The relevance of system boundaries thus needs to be established in relation to our analysis. Our choice to focus on the circumpolar
Arctic is based on recent scientific and media attention to this area as a region and the debate over how the Arctic as a region should be governed.\textsuperscript{24} While the Arctic is often discussed as one region, it includes a diversity of ecosystems and social settings. Recently, more attention has been devoted to acknowledging the diversity and the global connectedness of the region.\textsuperscript{25} For example, the economic structure of the Arctic is best described as an interlinked multi-scale system of local economies tied to subsistence and/or resource extraction, which in turn is tied to both national economies and global markets.\textsuperscript{26} Politically, the region encompasses the political traditions of eight different countries. It is culturally diverse with a mixture of indigenous peoples and population groups that arrived with colonization and later, as well as a mixture of rural and urban lifestyles.\textsuperscript{27} In spite of this diversity, many social networks are circumpolar in scale, including cooperation among indigenous peoples and among scientists. The most prominent circumpolar social structure is the international cooperation in the Arctic Council, which plays an important role in defining the relationship between different transnational actors, not only member states and indigenous peoples but also the array of states and organizations that are observers to the Council. It has also played a pivotal role in organizing knowledge production in ways that place circumpolar perspectives in focus,\textsuperscript{28} thus contributing to region-building. Exner-Pirot has characterized the Arctic as a regional ‘environmental security complex’ built around environmental security interdependence that includes a range of both state and non-state actors.\textsuperscript{29}

Based on the prominent role that circumpolar political cooperation has played for defining the Arctic as a region, we consider a focus on political structure as a relevant starting point for an analysis of SES features. This focus also provides a unique contribution compared to studies of Arctic regime shifts that take ecosystem changes as their starting point. It offers the advantage of not embedding the assumption that environmental change leads to social change. Moreover, it provides a useful case for assessing the analytical value of notions of regime shifts in SESs in relation to understanding political dynamics. There is no doubt that both climate-related features and social structures are changing in the Arctic. However, responses to climate change might well take place without fundamental changes to the circumpolar social structures, and major changes in social structures might primarily be driven by other trends than climate or environmental change. The attention to political structures also resonates with the call for more attention to issues of power and agency in resilience research.\textsuperscript{30}

We specifically highlight governance structures because they play a fundamental role for how social actors relate to each other. Moreover, they provide frameworks within which societies learn, set goals, and make joint decisions that guide relationships between social actors as well as between people and the environment. Specifically, they provide the setting in which societies collectively assign values and negotiate norms about behavior in relation to ecosystems.\textsuperscript{31} Governance structures can also play an important role for organizing knowledge production and, thus, provide a context that affects how societies conceptualize the links and relationships between ecological and social processes. In the Arctic, it is indeed the
current presence of the Arctic Council as a governance structure that motivates viewing the circumpolar Arctic as a large-scale SES, despite great diversity within this system.

Compared to day-to-day politics, governance structures are often relatively stable over long periods of time, where rules, procedures, and norms provide some predictability about what we can expect from different actors. By upholding the basic values of societies and the rule of law, they create a certain amount of social resilience, for better or for worse. Legal structures in particular play a major role in defining rights, obligations, and who has the power to act. But neither laws nor governance structures are permanent, and in turbulent times, they can be changed to create opportunities for new social structures and power relations. When overarching governance structures change, they often alter the rules of the game and create new path dependencies by allowing space for new voices and interests. The following section discusses Arctic international governance in light of past transformations with a focus on the drivers of change relevant at the time and whether new feedbacks reinforced a new structure of the Arctic as a circumpolar SES. We use this analysis as a background for discussing the resilience of the current circumpolar regime and relevant factors that may function as seeds or drivers of a potential forthcoming regime shift.

4. Past transformations of the circumpolar Arctic

4.1 The increasing role of states: Colonization and war

A major transformation of social relations in the Arctic occurred when trade and colonization brought non-indigenous actors to the North, connecting these groups with indigenous communities that had previously been largely isolated from international politics and markets. In the more accessible Fennoscandian North, this process accelerated in the 1600s, while remote areas of the Canadian Arctic remained relatively isolated until the mid-1900s. Colonization was closely linked to nation-building, where northern land areas and societies became linked to national political structures, including rules of taxation, laws, and control over local resources. This can therefore be seen as a fundamental change in political structure at the circumpolar scale, often at the expense of existing indigenous governance structures.

What overarching drivers of change are relevant to explain the observed shift? Colonial expansion came at a time of increasing focus on territorially defined states supported by an international institutional structure that favored norms of state sovereignty. This served as a backdrop when an increasing interest in the region’s resources and an ideological focus on nation-building motivated the economic and political colonization of northern land areas. A major driver is thus found in the realm of political ideals and norms. Arctic ecosystem features played a role in making the region attractive, but ecosystem change can hardly be described as a major driver responsible for these social changes.
The new actors arriving in the Arctic had substantial ecological impacts. For example, industrial whaling brought several whale populations to the brink of extinction, and the fur trade had severe impacts on populations of sea lions and sea otters. State expansion was later followed by local impacts from mining and related industries as well as impacts on waterways, forests, and fisheries. There was thus an interplay between social and environmental changes. Did this interplay also create the potential for feedbacks that would reinforce the new regime? Because the transformation brought on by colonization paved the way for developing infrastructure that made parts of the Arctic more accessible for further integration into larger scale economic systems, it would appear so. Examples include the building of transport and energy infrastructure and the spread of knowledge about the region. Military operations during World War II added further to the Arctic infrastructure. This new infrastructure, together with state expansion, can be seen as contributing to a reinforcing feedback loop between the social and the biophysical worlds, where physical and legal access has fueled further economic development and a shift toward economic systems more closely linked to the national and international spheres.

With an onus on territorial control as a key feature of the global political system, it also became increasingly important to define rights to marine resources. At the global scale, this issue was accentuated in the 1960s and the 1970s with the development of new technology for offshore oil production, increasing maritime transport and military maritime activities, and a growing concern about pollution and overfishing. The high political stakes created a push to strengthen global ocean governance, eventually resulting in the signing of the UN Convention of the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) in 1982. This development was not related to the Arctic in particular, but resulted in an expansion of state control over all marine areas, including those in the Arctic. It also set the stage for the current interest in mapping the seabed of the Arctic Ocean.

We argue that the increasing power of states can be seen as a transformation of the global political system that fundamentally changed the conditions for governance of land and marine areas in the Arctic as well. This can be seen as a regime shift in that the legal framework set the stage for feedbacks by providing the rights to resources and, thus, incentives for state actors to engage in economic activities that may have been less attractive if they had been associated with legal uncertainties. This served as a reinforcing feedback together with the new physical infrastructure that made the region more accessible.

4.2 Region-building
A second major transformation of the circumpolar Arctic started in the late 1980s, with the early beginnings of regional international cooperation. Michael Gorbachev’s Murmansk speech in 1987, in which he proclaimed the Arctic as a zone of peace, is often cited as the seminal event. It was followed by intensive diplomatic activity, which eventually led to the creation of the Arctic Environmental Protection Strategy (AEPS), signed in 1991. Building on the AEPS, the Arctic Council was created in 1996 with the broader goal of sustainable development. This circumpolar
political cooperation set the stage for defining the Arctic as a political region.\textsuperscript{44} The transformation of the circumpolar political context over the course of less than a decade was accompanied by increasing recognition of indigenous peoples as legitimate transnational actors. The change toward peaceful development has since facilitated building infrastructures for cooperation, for example, in carrying out scientific assessments and, more recently, in more applied arenas such as search and rescue operations. From its inception as a body that left policy action to other governance mechanisms, the Arctic Council is increasingly taking policy-making initiatives of its own.\textsuperscript{45}

What were the drivers of change for this transformation? A key driver of change was the collapse of the Soviet Union and the end of the Cold War. These events completely changed the conditions for international cooperation in a process that has been described as desecuritization.\textsuperscript{46} However, other drivers of change were also at play. An underlying change at the global scale was postwar expansion of a truly global governance system—the United Nations—under whose auspices a new international environmental governance framework was developed in the 1980s and the 1990s. Moreover, peoples with cultural identities that extended beyond national borders began to assert claims about self-determination, giving rise to a transnational indigenous political movement, in which Arctic indigenous peoples played a significant role.\textsuperscript{47} While states have remained the primary actors in transnational politics, the global governance system has also created space for other transnational actors to play a much more prominent role, such as global corporations, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), and the media, as well as horizontal transnational networks, such as cooperation among municipalities and regions across national borders.\textsuperscript{48} These developments in the political landscape have taken place at the same time as globalization has affected everything from economies and geopolitics to cultures and demography. These processes are global processes, and with the fall of the Soviet Union, the Arctic also became integrated into the ongoing transformation of the global society.

The transformation of the international political landscape was partly linked to increasing awareness about the global nature of environmental problems and the need to address this within international frameworks. This awareness figured prominently in the negotiations on the AEPS. In the Arctic context, these negotiations included concerns about high levels of organic contaminants, smelter emissions, and radioactive fallout, where there was a joint need for more knowledge.\textsuperscript{49} Climate scientists were also starting to pay attention to the Arctic and its potential impacts on the global climate system. But the environment was not the only issue on the agenda. Interest in Arctic resources was also at play, in particular offshore oil and gas. Realizing economic opportunities in the Arctic would require political conditions that favored peace and cooperation. Given the history of strategic tensions in the region, the environment was an issue considered to be ‘low politics’ and therefore a suitable place to start.\textsuperscript{50}

What feedbacks have served to reinforce the new collaborative regime? One could argue that scientific assessments conducted under the auspices of political cooperation have played an important role by focusing on the circumpolar scale, which
has served to reinforce the notion of the Arctic as a region, as well as put emphasis on common regional interests. The building of new networks has been another important feature of circumpolar cooperation, where the eight Arctic states, and the indigenous peoples recognized by the Arctic Council as Permanent Participants, have been given more legitimacy than other actors in circumpolar affairs. Trust building among these actors followed by more intensive collaborative efforts can be seen as a self-reinforcing mechanism. We argue that the creation of new knowledge generated by these new networks of actors makes it reasonable to talk about a regime shift in system dynamics in contrast to the situation during the Cold War. The fact that such collaboration has also supported activities aimed at reducing pollution and environmental damage is a sign of linkage back to the environmental sphere.

In summary, the fundamental structural change that took place in the circumpolar SES in the 1990s was mainly related to a shift from the conflict regime of the Cold War to one that focused on cooperation, where economic and security interests were important drivers of change along with environmental concerns. We would argue that this constituted a regime shift in the circumpolar SES in that it affected the relationship between key actors and the environment, and served as a trust-building mechanism that reinforced this cooperation.

5. Is there an ongoing social–ecological regime shift in the Arctic?

The past decade has featured major changes in the Arctic biophysical system, where global climate change has acted as a driver of ice and snow loss as well as changes in weather patterns and impacts on ecosystems. To what extent have these biophysical changes also affected fundamental social structures at the circumpolar scale, creating new feedbacks between social and environmental changes? Can the ‘state change’ suggested by Young be characterized as a social–ecological regime shift?

There is no doubt that climate change has already had a major societal impact, especially on coastal communities that depend on sea ice as protection against erosion and for subsistence hunting. It is also clear that shrinking sea ice, in particular, has garnered attention to the Arctic from a range of new actors and interests, who increasingly want to be part of Arctic politics. This interest has been met with some reluctance from ‘old’ Arctic actors and has led to drawn-out deliberations about granting Arctic Council observer status to these newcomers. While several non-Arctic states have now been admitted as observers, the role of these observers has also become more circumscribed. In addition to this new landscape of actors, Arctic governance structures have been challenged at the rhetorical level, for example, by calls for an Arctic Treaty as well as calls for reform within the context of the Arctic Council.

International political structures will continue to change as new needs, interests, and actors come to the fore. Some changes are likely to be gradual through reforms rather than radical transformation, e.g. the strengthening of the Arctic Council and admittance of new observers. However, the inherent conservatism of any governance structure can also cause a buildup of tensions, where an increasing number of actors
see a need for more radical change. The political rhetoric following the 2007 sea ice minimum, including discussions about the need for an Arctic Treaty and the so-called Ilulissat Declaration of 2008, has been described as a sign of positioning for such a change. So far, however, circumpolar international cooperation has not broken down. Rather, commitments to existing international governance structures such as the Arctic Council and UNCLOS have been reaffirmed. Moreover, while environmental crises could play a role in major social change and even the demise of societies, the threat of environmental damage or crises can also contribute to a recognition of the need to cooperate, as illustrated by the attention paid to environmental issues in the creation of the AEPS.

5.1 Nested in a global context
Given that the Arctic is young as a political region and is nested in a political system with strong national structures and a web of global governance structures, any analysis of political changes in the current circumpolar political cooperation also needs to consider political development at other scales. In general, norm development in the Arctic has evolved in line with international developments, exemplified by a growth in global environmental governance that has made discourse on sustainable development an established part of international relations, as reflected in the wider mandate of the Arctic Council compared to the AEPS.

While global governance regimes have provided venues for pushing Arctic priorities on the global arena, such as when Arctic actors pushed for the Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants and the Minamata Convention on Mercury, the fact that circumpolar governance is nested in a larger governance context has also provided arguments for placing responsibility elsewhere. In particular, the existence of the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change has served as an argument to keep mitigation of climate change off the Arctic Council’s agenda, with the exception of work on short-lived climate pollutants such as black carbon (soot). This has also delayed strong engagement in assessing the impacts of climate change. We argue that this close link between global and regional developments is likely to continue. While recent successes such as the Paris Climate Agreement in 2015 have been achieved, nothing points to imminent changes in the global environmental governance landscape that would push Arctic cooperation in fundamentally new directions.

In another major international development, the Arctic has been both driving a shift in norms and been affected by them, namely, the legal recognition of indigenous peoples’ rights. Today, Arctic indigenous peoples are truly transnational actors and constitute their own polities in parallel with nation-states. Legal developments have also contributed to a recognition of land ownerships rights (although to varying degrees across the Arctic) and a process of political devolution. However, the major political structures that are directly relevant to the circumpolar scale persist. States remain the major actors and have reasserted their positions through the use of rhetoric, including the issuing of formal Arctic policy statements, by making international treaties, as well as by carrying out activities that highlight territorial sovereignty as a key principle, such as increased border patrols. Regarding rights in
relation to the marine Arctic, all Arctic states and many other Arctic actors adhere to the Law of the Sea, which is largely codified in the UNCLOS, as the central legal regime for solving issues related to governance of marine areas and for solving disputes regarding national maritime jurisdiction.

In summary, it does not appear that substantial ongoing changes in the biophysical features of the Arctic region have rocked current circumpolar governance structures out of kilter, at least not yet. They have not even had a major impact on the relationship between the Arctic and global governance regimes. Rather, the ongoing ecosystem changes, in particular sea ice decline, appear to have reinforced political commitments to these regimes.

5.2 Drivers of future change
Do the ongoing changes contain the seeds for a shift to a fundamentally new regime that will also affect power relations and structures for political decision-making? Whether circumpolar regime shifts that affect basic governance structures and norms will occur in the near or more distant future remains speculative. However, given the recent interest in a potential Arctic regime shift, it is nevertheless relevant to briefly discuss major trends that may put pressure on current political structures.

Climate change is certainly one of the trends that will create new demands on governance, both in relation to climate change mitigation and adaptation and in relation to a need to regulate marine activities in an increasingly ice-free Arctic. While many demands relate to national governance, some issues require international coordination and collaboration. Climate change thus provides a seed for potential change, but not necessarily in the form of new governance structures or political relationships. Future developments will more likely hinge on whether powerful actors consider current structures for international collaboration sufficient. A more important seed for potential future change in the governance landscape may therefore lie in shifting power relations among global actors with different interests. An important trend here is the ongoing geopolitical shift of economic and political power toward Asia, with China as a major player.

Another trend is the aforementioned devolution of power to indigenous peoples in the region, including rights to resources, with major implications for the distribution of the economic benefits of industrial development, which may affect the priorities of both states and indigenous peoples. One illustration of this is the current debate in Greenland about the pros and cons of large-scale industrial development as a way to gain economic independence. Shifts in political power and interests are not directly related to ecosystems dynamics, but may well interact with the impacts of climate change. The political climate may also be affected by Russia’s political ambitions and activities spilling over to the Arctic to a much greater extent than it has done so far, especially in relation to security concerns.

Other drivers of change that should be considered in assessing the potential for future social–ecological regime shifts at the circumpolar scale are scientific and technological developments. Historic examples include the leaps in climate science that came with computer-based modeling and, later, satellites, which served as a
foundation for the recognition that the Arctic plays a fundamental role for the global climate as a potential accelerator of climate change. Technological developments fundamental to current interests in the Arctic also include the capacity of large-scale industrial operations to work offshore. The rapid development of fracking may yet again change the rules of the game. Energy-related technological or political breakthroughs related to the use of fossil fuels may also be important for national interests and, thus potentially, also for circumpolar international relations. Falling energy prices are already affecting the potential profitability of offshore Arctic hydrocarbons and the willingness to invest in these ventures, with potential feedback on perceived national interests in developing Arctic hydrocarbon resources, which in turn links to geopolitical and security concerns.

The difficulty is not in listing drivers of change that may affect political structure and governance at the circumpolar scale. The challenge lies in assessing the impact of these drivers, how they relate to each other, and whether they have the potential to create new self-reinforcing feedbacks between environmental and social processes in ways that drive a social-ecological regime shift at the circumpolar scale. As judged by history, the impetus for change may not necessarily originate from within the region. It can come from developments in global politics, from changes in perceived interests within Arctic states, from scientific and technological breakthroughs, as well as from an interaction between global, regional, and national dynamics. It points to the importance of analyzing the circumpolar Arctic system as linked to both global and national processes and may even challenge the specific circumpolar scalar focus. Moreover, the two historical transformations discussed in this article point to the importance of paying as much attention to political drivers of change, including perceived interests and power relations, as to the biophysical impacts of climate change.

6. Conclusions and discussion

Climate change has already begun to fundamentally alter Arctic ecosystems on a circumpolar scale, with further consequences expected both locally and globally. While environmental change, with climate change in particular, is often portrayed as a driver of fundamental social change in the Arctic, there is no indication that climate or ecosystem changes have, as yet, played a role in fundamentally shifting relations between transnational actors at the circumpolar scale. Regime shifts at the circumpolar scale that have occurred in the past have mainly been related to a quest for resources and national identity ideology, reinforced at times by military security considerations.

Knowledge and awareness about environmental change can serve as a potential feedback loop between social and biophysical systems. It played a role in the transformation from the conflict-ridden relations of the Cold War to the current transnational cooperative environment. However, knowledge about ongoing climate-related ecosystem change has not, as yet, fundamentally altered the international political structures that developed in the 1990s.
Is there a need for a transformational change of governance structures in response to ongoing social and environmental changes in the Arctic? Strong arguments have been made that social–ecological resilience is now eroding in the Arctic at such a pace that transformation may become inevitable or is indeed needed in order to safeguard human welfare.\textsuperscript{66} Chapin et al. specifically delineate a new stewardship ethic for conservation efforts.\textsuperscript{67} However, such a change can take place within existing political structures. For example, the 2008 Ilulissat Declaration highlighted that coastal states, because of the Law of the Sea, have a stewardship role to protect the Arctic Ocean as a unique ecosystem.\textsuperscript{68}

Earlier calls for reform of the Arctic Council and for an Arctic Treaty can also be seen as signs that there is a perceived need for change. Actions, ranging from increasing military activity to a scientific and commercial presence in the region, and rhetoric featured in media are other signs that the current situation is more fluid than what it was a decade ago. Such discussions and actions are likely to continue, and their dynamics provide an important empirical foundation for further studies of actual or potential social–ecological regime shifts at the circumpolar scale. However, such studies will also require further development of the theoretical foundation for understanding the social dimensions of regime shifts and their link to environmental change. In addition to previously mentioned calls for more attention to agency and power, the historical importance of perceived interests among various groups of actors, and identity politics as drivers of change in the Arctic, points to a need for studying visions of the future among different actors,\textsuperscript{69} and how various narratives can serve as a form of ‘soft’ power that interacts with physical and political regimes in shaping change.

This article uses the notion of regime shifts in SESs as an analytical lens for highlighting the dynamics of fundamental systems change that relate to political structures and power. The analytical approach has its roots in ecology and has been criticized for lack of attention to agency and power. Our review of Arctic change shows that this limitation can, at least partly, be addressed by placing more analytical focus on political processes and governance structures. An advantage of focusing on SESs is that it directs analytical attention to interactions between social and biophysical processes and to potential feedbacks between them, which is often lacking in social science studies. However, analyses of regime shifts in SESs require carefully argued definitions of case boundaries and a thorough discussion of connectivity across scales. The case of the circumpolar Arctic also shows that further work is needed to determine if and when large international regions are useful units of analysis for understanding social–ecological regime shifts. Moreover, the empirical material cautions against making assumptions that environmental change will be the most important factor for political and structural transformations.
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